STUDENT INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE

Dean L. Webb & Associates is looking for a Civil Engineering Student emphasizing in Structural Engineering to work as a DRAFTSMAN/INTERN. Primary responsibility will be drafting for structural and forensic engineering projects using AutoCAD. Other responsibilities may include data collection for structural and forensic projects as well as design work for structural projects upon passing the FE Exam. Applicant must at least be in their Sophomore Year and have taken a drafting class. Additional drafting experience, beyond school work, is preferred but not required. Applicant must be able to work a minimum of 15 hours a week during school and up to 40 hours during the summer break (if not attending school).

Interested Civil Engineering Students should contact
Dean L Webb, P.E., at Dean L. Webb & Associates,
by emailing their Resume to dean@dlwengineering.com
Dean L. Webb & Associates specializes in Structural and Forensic Engineering, which uses engineering technologies for the design of new structures and investigations of structural problems. We have been involved in the structural design of commercial, industrial, residential, and municipal projects with the use of steel, concrete, masonry, and timber. The firm’s experience also includes the investigation, evaluation, and presentation of reports for all types of problems that have legal implications which require an expert witness. Our clients depend on us to provide quality work from a project’s conceptualization through its implementation.

Lot 1084 Pepperwood: 8235 square feet

Alta Ridge Alzheimer’s and Assisted Living Center: 65160 square feet

Lewis Dental Office: 9230 square feet

South Jordan Zone 1B Reservoir: 4.0 Million Gallon

South Jordan Zone 2 Reservoir: 7.5 Million Gallon

613 Fort Union Office Building: 19020 square feet
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